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ABSTRACT .

An experiment concerning
the perception of the Czech
phonological duration is
described in this paper.
All Czech vowels synthesi-
zed by BY 02 synthesizer
have been used in the expe-
riment. The results have
been compared with natural
speech signals statistics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Czech phonological du-
ration has been studied
from various points of vew
/J. Chlumsky [3} . Janota
(41, s. Kala [1f/. The des
cribed experiment is aimed
at physical relevance of
Czech duration. The expe-
riment does not include wi-
der language parameters
and has been limited with
isolated words synthesized
by H? 02 peripherals /Tes-
la Electronic Research Ins-
titute in Prague/. It is '
one of the possible ways
for studying subject and it
is based upon the precise
quantity of the synthesized
speech signal.

2. PROCEDURE

A list of Czech meaningful
words has been prepared
and synthesized by KY 02.
There were two criteria for

the words preparation. All

the Czech vowel were taken

into consideration their
duration covering the range

of 30 to 240 msec with 20
msec stepping:
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The perception test has
been aimed at two specific

spheres of interest. First
there was an attempt to
define the boundary where
the phonological duration
changes the meaning of the

word: pas /"belt" with a
long vowel 'ä”/ and pas
/"passport" with short vo-
we]. "8'7.

A list of words presenting
the entire range of tempo-

ral realisation has been.

listned a evaluated both
in gradually descending
and gradually increasing
scale. Secondly there was
an attempt to determine
the relative tem oral dif-
ferences in phys cal reali-
sation of vowels, which can
be percepted by native
Czechs as phonological tem-
poral difference. Pairs of
words with temporal cont-
rast have been listened and
estimated b res ondents.
The tempera can rest was
both gradually descending
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and gradually increasing in

the range of 20 to 180 msec

with stepping,of 20 msec,

for example bor - bar /200
- 40/. The pause between
the words was 1 sec and 3
sec between pairs of words.
All the synthesized Czech
words have been.tested in
such a way. There were mo-
re than 10 respondents na-
tive Czechs, involved into
perception experiment. They
were requested to write the
words. -

3. SOME RESULTS

3.1. Within the range of
temporal parameters of the
tested words the results

-cannot be regarded as a
compact value. The bounda-
ries between long and short
vowels are rather dispersed
and are percepted for va-
rious vowels as follows:

a - a : 200 - 100 msec
é - e :_170 — 70 msec
u - u‚: 180 - 60 msec
o - o : 180 - 80 msec
i — i : 150 ~ 50 msec

The percentage of boundary
identification may be pre-
sented by following data:

a - a
200 - 180 : 2,6 æ
180 - 160 : 16,0 %
160 — 140 : 56,0 æ
140 - 120 : 20,0 æ
120

- 100 : 5,3 %

é - e
170 - 150 : 2,6 æ
150

- 130 : 14,6 æ
130 - 110 : 54,6 æ
110 —. 90 : 26,6 %
90 - 70 : 1,3 æ

' - u
160 - 140 : 8,0 æ
140 - 120 : 32,0 æ
120.9 100 : 49,2 %
100 - .80 : 9,2 æ
80 - 60 : 1,3 æ

0

180 - 160 : 2,6.%
160 - 140 : 22,0 æ
140 - 120 : 40,0 æ
120 - 100 : 29,2 æ
100 - 80 : 4,0 æ

1 - 1
150 - 130 : 4,0 æ
130 - 110 : 20,0 æ
11o - 90 : 29,2 æ

90 - 7o : 44,o æ
mo - 50 z 2,64%

The Verification tests have
shown upon no significant
differences. The percentage
of identification during
two various ways of words
presentation /first‘in_gra-
dually descending scale and
then in gradually increa-

sing one/has been the same.
These data and results have

been compared.with ref.
B. Héla statistics 2].

'The results of the compari-

son have indicated upon the
narrow correlation between
the perception test results
from one side and highly

reliable statistics of

Czechs vowels lenhtg as pre

sented by prof. E; Hala
from the other side. We

shall first discuss the
temporal parameters of long
vowels.

3.2. There were no responds
which showed that the re-

sults of the listening test

were not in any way in ac-

cordance with existing
knowledge of the Czech long
vowels parameters [2]. This

remark is valuable for all
Czech long vowels. We have

not registered any word
with "long" vowel, which
exceeds the down limit of
duration valuable for long
vowels.
These results are illustra—
ted with figure 1.
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. ::: the mean value of
long_vowels statistics

— the'T-‘esults of the
perception test
5:: the down limit of
long vowels statistics

As the "short" vowels are
concerned, we have registe-
red no word with vowel,
which is longer than the up-
per limit of short vowel
statistics available in 2
- figure 2:
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The figure 2 illustrates
the correlation between the
mean values for long and f
for short Onech‘vowels on
the one hand and the most
eentrastive span of durati-
on /fron 30 to 56 S of res-
ponds/ evaluated as a boun-
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Fig. 3

::: the mean value of.
long vowels statistics
I.- the results of the
perception test

¢ZZ the mean value of
' short tonal; statistics

3.3. The above discussion
covers the absolute values
of Czech vocal duration.
The relative values have
been estimated on the bases
of the second part of our
listening test, where the
pairs of two words were a-
valuated. We have gained
rather stable results sho-
wing that the spen of 100
msec is the most important
for phonological quantity
identification - figure 4:
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4. CONCLUSION

There is no simple correla-

tion between the natural

and synthetic speech signal,

neither isolated words can

simulate the real language

realisation. le have pre-

sented one of the possible

ways of problem presenta-

tion. the results may be

of interest both for na-

tural and synthetic speech

investigation.
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